Presenting and visualizing results on an
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Abstract. The volume of images available online has increased significantly but the choices offered
by image retrieval systems have not kept pace. We describe the design and evaluation of a ‘high
density’ image search interface focusing on the results pages. We quantitatively and qualitatively
compared image presentation on a high density interface with a traditional image search interface.
Our results show that users had major problems with high-density interfaces for images due to information overload. We point to further work which could improve the user experience.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The volume of images available online has grown
exponentially in recent years. Users face a nontrivial challenge to find an appropriate image from
the enormous number available. There a number of
freely available image search engines e.g. Google
Image Search. These tools provide a limited set of
images to the user, and do not give them flexibility
to choose the number of images they wish to view.
Rodden and Wood (2003) provide some evidence
that presenting a large number of thumbnails is
what users would generally prefer. We propose an
alternative approach that shows the image searcher many images at once i.e. a ‘high density’ image
retrieval interface. We hypothesize that this high
density interface will be positively received by image searchers.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes related work in image retrieval search interfaces. Section 3 outlines the design for a high density image search interface. Section 4 then describes an experiment where a prototype high density interface was tested against a more traditional
interface with the results of the test reported in section 5. We reflect on the design in section 6 and
include recommendations for further work in section 7.

2. RELATED WORK IN IMAGE SEARCH
INTERFACES
Many image retrieval and search interfaces are
essentially based on a ranked list of search results.
Search results are often shown as a list of reduced
size images or "thumbnails", usually presented in a
linear vertical fashion, ordering the images by relevance, time etc (Data et al, 2008). There are a
number of methods for presenting thumbnail images including cropping algorithms (Suh et al, 2003)
and representative photos (Huynh et al, 2005).
Plant and Schaefer (2011) provide a survey of the
visualisation and browsing of image databases and
provide an overview of layout techniques which can
be used, based on features such as colour, texture,
shape, and text, and possibly a visual metaphor.
The visualisation techniques they identify include
mapping based, clustering, Graph based and Virtual Reality based visualisations. Browsing techniques identified were horizontal and vertical
browsing, panning, zooming, magnification and
scaling. Examples of thumbnail display include the
use of ‘PileBars’ (Brivio et al, 2012), clustering images (Nguyen and Worring, 2006), Treemaps
(Wang et al, 2013) and oval bubbles (Smith et al.
(2006). We use this literature to inform the design
of our interface in section 3.
An important question in visualization of images is
exactly how much should one display to the user at
once, and what forms of image interaction might

provide better user experiences. Recent research
into displaying a large number of images to a user
on a screen (Plant and Schaefer, 2011; Wang et al
2010) has shown conflicting results as to the viability and usability of this approach. For example, it
has been found that more than 30 images per
screen 'confuses' the user whilst presenting a visual dictionary for English nouns which consist of tens
of thousands of tiny ‘tiles’ that map on to millions of
images worked well. The purpose of this work is to
investigate the issue by comparing a high density
user interface (Butterworth and Goker, 2011) with a
google style control interface.
3. DESIGNING THE HIGH DENSITY IMAGE
INTERFACES
Our design goal was to display image search results as thumbnails, and display a high number of
results onto a single screen using an appropriate
layout or organisation of thumbnails. The layout we
used was a ‘sunflower pattern’ (figure1), based on
Vogel (1979) and Rose (1999). This is an efficient
method of packing the thumbnails onto the screen

Figure 1. The sunflower spiral
The interface (figure 2) displayed cropped images
as very small thumbnails (60 pixels) in the sunflower pattern which would then expand to a more normal thumbnail size (e.g. 150 pixels) on some gesture from the user (e.g. a ‘mouse over’ event). The
search results showed the most relevant images in
the centre and less relevant results further out in
concentric circles around the centre point of the
screen. This is one of the visual structures utilized
by Torres et al (2003) however they used visual
similarity on images rather than relevancy. Relevancy here refers to the relevance ordering created
by the Xapian information retrieval system (Xapian,
N.D.) through the keywords associated with the
image.

Figure 2. The high density image interface

4. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
We conducted a within-subject experiment comparing our interface design with a more traditional image search interface as a control, capturing both
quantitative and qualitative data to investigate how
well users perform on search tasks and perceived
usability.
To test the two interfaces an online testing system
was created, where users were presented with the
control and experimental image retrieval interfaces,
given some tasks to perform with both interfaces,
and then invited to rate their experiences using
multiple choice questions, Likert scale ratings, and
more open ended questions.
Participants from the experiment were all students
recruited from three postgraduate courses at City,
University of London. The students came from a
wide variety of backgrounds in the arts and humanities, and many had at least one year’s work
experience in the information professions. From
this cohort, 58 students were invited to carry out
the experiment. A total of 35 participated, with 18
both completing the experiment and answering the
post-test questionnaire fully – an effective participation rate of 31%.There were sufficient numbers to
carry out statistical significance tests in order to
show any differences between user views on the
interfaces presented.
Participants in the study were asked to find images
using three different types of task: a targeted
search, category search and an exploratory search
(Cox et al, 2000). Each participant completed 6
tasks, 2 per condition, randomly assigned from
each task type.
The ‘Google like’ control interface presented users
with a linear list of 30 thumbnail images (150 pixels
each) per page, with the user having the ability to
page forwards and backwards through the list. The
test set of images used for this experiment was a
subset of the CoPhIR test set of images (Bolettieri,
2009). These images are taken from Flickr, and
their title, tags and comments were indexed using
the Xapian information retrieval system using BM25
(Robertson et al, 1994) without modification. Both
interfaces used the same image dataset with the
same information retrieval system; results were the
same but presented in a different way.
During the experiment, participants completed the
first three tasks with the control interface. When the
user had found an image which they felt matched
the task they were asked to click on it to confirm
that it was the target image, and they then moved
on to the next task. If they felt they could not find an
image that matched the task there was also a link
which took them to the next task, registering the
fact that they could not find an appropriate image.
After completing the first sets of tasks on the con-

trol interface, they were then asked to perform
three different randomly assigned tasks from the
same list using the high density interface using the
same process as the control set of tasks.
After the users had carried out the tasks using both
interfaces, a post-experiment questionnaire was
presented. There were three preliminary questions
to gather background information, including frequency of using search engines such as Google
(multiple choice); how often they use the search
engines to look for images and photos (multiple
choice); and prior knowledge of commercial image
search engines (yes/no). Of the participants only
two students had used such systems prior to the
experiment.
Within the main body of questions, we asked both
quantitative and qualitative questions. In questions
1 to 8 we focused on the perceived ease of completion for the search tasks, especially relating to
the size of the thumbnails, perceived utility of the
search interfaces in retrieving appropriate images,
and the perceived user experience with the interfaces. We also asked participants which interfaces
they preferred - the high density or control interface. All these questions used a Likert scale of 1 to
5, where 1 represented disagreement (‘strongly
disagree’) and 5 represented agreement (‘strongly
agree’). We also provided a ‘not applicable’ option,
which meant that the question was not scored. In
questions 9 to 12 we asked participants to provide
open feedback on the use of the interfaces to provide qualitative data.
To analyse the data, we used descriptive statistics
and Wilcoxon tests to compare the ratings between
the assessments of both interfaces. To analyse the
qualitative data from open comments, we looked
for common themes mentioned by test participants.
5. RESULTS
Figure 3 provides an overview of the quantitative
results from the experiment. The results showed
that users preferred using the control interface. Just
over 80% disagreed that the higher density interface was easier to use and only around 20% found
that using the high density interface was more useful to complete the set search tasks. Around 75%
were negative about the ability of this interface to
assist searching. Around 80% found the thumbnails too small to use on the high density interface.
Comparing the interfaces, users clearly thought
that using the control interface led to the best available image being found – just over 60% of users
preferred the control interface compared with
around 25% of users for the high density interface.
The difference was statistically significant (Wilcoxon, p<0.05). In terms of how happy the users were
with the interfaces the results were more in favour

of the control interface with just over 80% expressing satisfaction compared with around 25% for the
high density interface – the significance between
the results was very significant (Wilcoxon, p<0.01).
Most users expressed the view that they would not
prefer to use the high density interface over the
control interface with just under 75% disagreeing
with the statement expressed in Q8.

Question

Mode

Median

Max

Min

1. HD UI easier to
use than control
UI

1

1.5

4

1

2. Easier to complete the search
tasks with HD UI

1

1.5

5

1

3. Thumbnail
images on HD UI
too small

5

5

5

2

4. Found the best
available image
using control UI

5

4

5

2

5. Found the best
available image
using HD UI

1

2.5

5

1

6. Lliked using the
control UI

5

5

5

3

7. Liked using HD
UI

1

2

5

1

8. Prepared HD UI
over the control UI

2

2

5

1

Figure 3. Quantitative statistics from questionnaire
(1=strong disagree, 5=strongly agree)

From the comments gathered in questions 9 to 12,
four clear problems with the high density interface
emerge: mousing over images, thumbnail size,
distance between images, and information overload. Users found that when they moused over
images in the high density interface, other images
were obscured – they found this frustrating: “it was
very difficult to isolate images and look at them”; “I
ended up enlarging thumbnails I did not intend to
look at”. Users were not happy with the thumbnail
size on the high density interface: “the images were
too small to see without expanding them”; “the
small photos on the high density interface hurt my
eyes”; “The high density interface was TOO high”.
These views match the quantitative data collected.
Users also expressed dissatisfaction with the inability to go back and click on images previously
viewed. They felt that images were not delineated
clearly enough and that there was too little space
between the thumbnails – leading to a feeling of the

high density interface being “too cluttered”: “I didn’t
like the overlapping of pictures on the high density
interface”; “space out the high density interface so
that each individual image can be seen better”.
This is consistent with the work by Rodden et al
(1999) who found in their study that most users
were negative about overlapping on highly packed
thumbnail displays where some objects are partially
or wholly obscured. The final problem relates to
the ability of the user to absorb the information presented in the interface, which encompasses the
points made above, but also had to do with the
number of images presented. For the participants
of this experiment information overload was something of a problem: “Seeing so many images yet
not REALLY seeing all of them (unless I moused
over them), makes me feel like I'm missing things in
the way the normal interface does not.”; “less is
more”.
It should be noted, however, that there was some
contradictory evidence as to the usefulness of the
high density interface compared with the control
interface. Some participants who stated that they
did not like the normal interface (‘disagree’ on the
Likert scale) wrote comments that they actually
liked using the high density interface.
6. A REFLECTION ON THE DESIGN
Here we reflect on the issues identified in the results for further investigation i.e. mousing over images, thumbnail size, distance between images,
and information overload. The mousing over problem occurred because the thumbnails began to
expand immediately when the mouse cursor
passed over them. Therefore, if the user spotted an
image that they maybe were interested in and tried
to move the mouse cursor over it to expand it they
were likely to expand the images close to the target
image, on the way there – therefore obscuring the
target image. This problem can be fixed by placing
a small delay (0.3 seconds) on the expansion of the
thumbnail when the mouse cursor was over the
image for desktop screens. The problem of the
distance between images can be solved by spreading the images out more (Rodden, 2002) but this
clearly reduces the overall number of images available on the display. Spreading the images out so
that they did not overlap there were not enough
images on screen to establish the sunflower pattern. This issue can be addressed together with the
problem of thumbnail size and information overload, by allowing the users to ‘zoom’ in and out on
the interface e.g. by a slider which allows the users
to expand the images from 30 pixels up to 150 pixels (in effect full size thumbnails). A minimum size
of 30 pixels may seem a surprising choice as in the
previous experiment users expressed dissatisfaction even with 60 pixels, but firstly at 30 pixels the
sunflower pattern is visible and around six hundred

images could be displayed per screen giving users
an ‘overview’ of their search results – allowing users the flexibility to pan in or focus on a specific
part of the image results set.
7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The results of this experiment were largely negative; the subjects clearly did not prefer the high
density interface. This is the main contribution of
our work. However engagement was encouraging
and there is some evidence from our work that users like high density interfaces. This is our secondary contribution. For the general user this may be
less task based needs and more serendipitous
exploration and/or affective needs. With a redesign
of the display of the user interface and the interaction mechanism described in section 6, it is possible that more users would find the interface a useful way to engage with image sets. Currently our
hypothesis that the high density interface is positively received by image searchers is not confirmed
by the results here, but we do not rule out the possibility of the design working for specific user types.
There are two areas of concern which could be
investigated further. Professional users who search
for images and have the cognitive ability to process
large numbers of images may find such a design
useful. Such users may find that the high density
interface is more suitable, providing the problems
outlined in section 5 are tackled by the proposed
redesign in section 6. The issue of information
overload may not be such an issue with professional users, but some flexibility would be advisable
e.g. the ability to pan and zoom images as suggested in section 6. We report this work in the
same volume (Göker et al, 2017). A further area of
fruitful research would be to examine cultural differences for example many Asian languages are
pictorial in character (e.g. Chinese), which implies
different design criteria for image interfaces for that
user cohort (Santos, 2016). It would be worthwhile
examining these differences and the impact on
results presentation and user interaction in image
interfaces.
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